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IntroductionIntroduction

•• Torres Strait now moving into a post Torres Strait now moving into a post 

native title era;native title era;

•• The region is dominated by native title;The region is dominated by native title;

•• Three claims remaining over a land; and Three claims remaining over a land; and 

•• A combined regional seas claim.A combined regional seas claim.





Purpose Purpose 

•• This presentation will discuss the This presentation will discuss the 
following:following:

1. Native title in the Torres Strait;1. Native title in the Torres Strait;

2. Torres Strait in post determination era; and2. Torres Strait in post determination era; and

3. Panel discussion from PBC Chairs. 3. Panel discussion from PBC Chairs. 



1. History1. History

•• The Torres Straits have been occupied by The Torres Straits have been occupied by 
Traditional Owners since time immemorial;Traditional Owners since time immemorial;

•• 22 August 1872 22 August 1872 -- by Deed Poll all Islands within by Deed Poll all Islands within 
60 miles of the coast form part of 60 miles of the coast form part of QldQld;;

•• 1 August 1879 1 August 1879 -- QldQld annexed Islands such as annexed Islands such as 
SaibaiSaibai and others;and others;

•• 1912 1912 -- Many inhabited and uninhabited Islands Many inhabited and uninhabited Islands 
were were gazettedgazetted as reserves for, as reserves for, “…“… the use of the the use of the 
Aboriginal inhabitants of the StateAboriginal inhabitants of the State””;;

•• 1975 1975 –– RDARDA comes into force. comes into force. 



•• 1978 Treaty relating to maritime boundaries between Australia an1978 Treaty relating to maritime boundaries between Australia and d 
PNG signed;PNG signed;

•• 19851985--1986 1986 –– QldQld Government creates Deeds of Grant in Trust Government creates Deeds of Grant in Trust 
(DOGIT) granted for all community Islands (except (DOGIT) granted for all community Islands (except MerMer); ); 

•• 1986 1986 –– Moynihan J commences hearing evidence in Moynihan J commences hearing evidence in MaboMabo case;case;

•• 8 December 1988 8 December 1988 –– MaboMabo 11 the HCA rules that the the HCA rules that the DeclatoryDeclatory Act,Act,
which was to retrospectively extinguish the traditional rights twhich was to retrospectively extinguish the traditional rights that hat 
were being claimed by Miriam were being claimed by Miriam MerMer, is racially discriminatory;, is racially discriminatory;

•• 1989 1989 –– Moynihan J continues to hear evidence after Moynihan J continues to hear evidence after MaboMabo 11 ruling.ruling.



••3 June 1992 3 June 1992 –– HCA handed HCA handed 

down the historic down the historic MaboMabo 22
decision decision recognisingrecognising the the 

Miriam Miriam MerMer native title rights native title rights 

as against the whole worldas against the whole world..



Murray Islands: Murray Islands: MerMer, , WaierWaier and and DauarDauar



2. Native Title in the 2. Native Title in the 

Torres StraitTorres Strait



LAND CLAIMSLAND CLAIMS

•• 26 determinations of native title 26 determinations of native title 
in the region;in the region;

•• 3 claims over land remaining;3 claims over land remaining;

••A combined regional sea claim; A combined regional sea claim; 

•• 2 overlapping sea claims.2 overlapping sea claims.



Zuizin (Halfway Island)



PBCsPBCs

•• 21 21 PBCsPBCs hold native title on trust for the hold native title on trust for the TOsTOs. 13 of these . 13 of these PBCsPBCs hold hold 
native title over community Islands;native title over community Islands;

•• Given the number of native title determinations and the large Given the number of native title determinations and the large 
number of number of PBCsPBCs in the Torres Strait, an ongoing issue for the region in the Torres Strait, an ongoing issue for the region 
is assisting is assisting PBCsPBCs with managing and protecting native title;with managing and protecting native title;

•• PBCsPBCs also require financial and administrative support in order to also require financial and administrative support in order to 
carry out statutory functions;carry out statutory functions;

•• PBCsPBCs receive little or in most cases no grant funding whatsoever; receive little or in most cases no grant funding whatsoever; 

•• PBCsPBCs hold 2 workshops a year;hold 2 workshops a year;

•• Focus is now towards capacity building and support for Focus is now towards capacity building and support for PBCsPBCs. . 



TORRES STRAITTORRES STRAIT

REGIONAL SEA CLAIMREGIONAL SEA CLAIM

•• Filed in the Federal Court in November 2001 following extensive Filed in the Federal Court in November 2001 following extensive 

discussions and consultations over a two year period with discussions and consultations over a two year period with 

Traditional Owners;Traditional Owners;

•• Previously 34 separate and overlapping sea claims in Torres StraPreviously 34 separate and overlapping sea claims in Torres Strait, it, 

most of which had been lodged back in 1996.  Because of overlap most of which had been lodged back in 1996.  Because of overlap 

issues no progress had been made on those claims;issues no progress had been made on those claims;

•• The Regional Sea Claim is brought by four applicants on behalf oThe Regional Sea Claim is brought by four applicants on behalf of f 

the the TOsTOs of Miriam (Eastern), of Miriam (Eastern), KulkalgalKulkalgal (Central), (Central), GudaGuda MaluilgalMaluilgal

(Top Western) and (Top Western) and MaluilgalMaluilgal (Inner Western islands), on behalf of (Inner Western islands), on behalf of 

all Torres Strait Islanders from 13 different island communitiesall Torres Strait Islanders from 13 different island communities plus plus 

NaghirNaghir.  There are now only two Applicants remaining. .  There are now only two Applicants remaining. 





SEA CLAIMSEA CLAIM

•• The claim is unique in a number of ways:The claim is unique in a number of ways:

–– it incorporates the sea territory of 14 more or less discrete it incorporates the sea territory of 14 more or less discrete 
groups of native title holders into the one regional claim;groups of native title holders into the one regional claim;

–– it is a claim over a very large area of sea;it is a claim over a very large area of sea;

–– an international Treaty operates within the claim area;an international Treaty operates within the claim area;

–– PNG Nationals have joined as respondents claiming customary PNG Nationals have joined as respondents claiming customary 
interests in the claim area.interests in the claim area.





SEA CLAIMSEA CLAIM

•• Rights claimed are:Rights claimed are:

–– Enter and remain; Enter and remain; 

–– Use and enjoy;Use and enjoy;

–– Access the resources; Access the resources; 

–– Take the resources;Take the resources;

–– A livelihood based on accessing the resources; A livelihood based on accessing the resources; 

–– Protect the habitat of resources;Protect the habitat of resources;

–– Protect places of importance;Protect places of importance;

–– The scope of the above rights also include the right to The scope of the above rights also include the right to 

take the resources for the purpose of tradetake the resources for the purpose of trade..



ISSUESISSUES

•• Government parties have made very few concessions Government parties have made very few concessions 

•• Issues are:Issues are:

–– Jurisdiction and sovereignty;Jurisdiction and sovereignty;

–– Laws and customs Laws and customs –– what are they;  what are they;  

–– Society : legal and anthropological argument on whether the Society : legal and anthropological argument on whether the 
Torres Strait Islanders comprise a society; Torres Strait Islanders comprise a society; 

–– Connection; Connection; 

–– Rights and interests: nature, scope and content. Can they be Rights and interests: nature, scope and content. Can they be 
recognisedrecognised under Australian law;under Australian law;

–– Extinguishment;Extinguishment;

–– Who are the native title holders;Who are the native title holders;

–– AuthorisationAuthorisation of the claim; of the claim; 

–– Customary rights (if any) of PNG parties; Customary rights (if any) of PNG parties; 

–– Other interests. Other interests. 



PNG canoe at PNG canoe at UgarUgar (Stephen Island)(Stephen Island)



Evidence Evidence 

•• Court has heard over 44 days; Court has heard over 44 days; 

•• 26 26 TOsTOs;;

•• 7 expert reports in support of the claim; 7 expert reports in support of the claim; 

•• Applicant called 3 experts;Applicant called 3 experts;

•• Tendered 8 volumes of documentary evidence; Tendered 8 volumes of documentary evidence; 

•• State called one expert;State called one expert;

•• CthCth call one call one ““nonnon--anthropologistanthropologist”” witness and one witness and one 
extinguishment witness;extinguishment witness;

•• Five PNG Nationals; Five PNG Nationals; 

•• State tender 9 volumes of documentary evidence; and State tender 9 volumes of documentary evidence; and 
CthCth tender 2.tender 2.

••









2.  Torres Strait in Post 2.  Torres Strait in Post 

Determination EraDetermination Era

•• Unique in that native title Unique in that native title recognisedrecognised over all the Torres over all the Torres 
Strait;Strait;

•• Regional PBC set up to hold sea claim native title;Regional PBC set up to hold sea claim native title;

•• PBC peak body PBC peak body –– roles and functions.roles and functions.





3. Torres Strait on a Post Determination Era3. Torres Strait on a Post Determination Era

Dinghies at anchor, Dinghies at anchor, IamaIama (Yam Island)(Yam Island)



Where to after the sea claimWhere to after the sea claim

•• Subject to Subject to finalisationfinalisation of the sea claim of the sea claim TOsTOs will have will have 
their native title their native title recognisedrecognised over most of the Torres over most of the Torres 
Straits;Straits;

•• A PBC will have to be incorporated to hold any native A PBC will have to be incorporated to hold any native 
title title recognisedrecognised over the sea;over the sea;

•• The PBC will hold native title for those The PBC will hold native title for those TOsTOs;;

•• Developing a PBC Peak Body.Developing a PBC Peak Body.



Panel DiscussionPanel Discussion


